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There’s a fine line between the living and the dead, and Marshall is determined to cross it in this gut-
wrenching debut novel.

Ever since the car accident that killed his identical twin brother, Marshall Windsor has been consumed with
guilt and crippled by the secrets of that fateful night. He has only one chance to make amends and set things
right. He must find a thin space—a mythical point where the barrier between this world and the next is thin
enough for a person to step through to the other side.

But when a new girl moves into the neighborhood, into the exact same house Marsh is sure holds a thin
space, she may be the key—or the unraveling of all his secrets.

As they get closer to finding a thin space—and closer to each other—March must decide once and for all
how far he’s willing to go to right the wrongs of the living…and the dead.
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From reader reviews:

Evelyn Looney:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive now, people
have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and
notice simply by surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated the idea for a
while is reading. Sure, by reading a e-book your ability to survive raise then having chance to stand than
other is high. In your case who want to start reading a new book, we give you this kind of Thin Space book
as beginning and daily reading book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Marie Brenneman:

Thin Space can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away
because this reserve has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The copy writer giving his/her effort
to set every word into pleasure arrangement in writing Thin Space however doesn't forget the main position,
giving the reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource data that maybe you can be certainly one of it.
This great information could drawn you into brand new stage of crucial thinking.

Chris McCree:

Reading a book being new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to learn a book. When you
learn a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds
of book that you have read. In order to get information about your study, you can read education books, but
if you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, as well as
soon. The Thin Space provide you with new experience in reading a book.

Carey Gilliam:

As we know that book is important thing to add our know-how for everything. By a publication we can know
everything we wish. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year ended
up being exactly added. This publication Thin Space was filled in relation to science. Spend your time to add
your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has several feel when they reading a new
book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a book. In the modern
era like now, many ways to get book you wanted.
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